
 

Policy evaluation in Vidzeme pilot: Text mining results 

 

For the policy evaluation task in Vidzeme pilot area two policy measures were chosen: 

1) EAFRD LEADER M019.21 "Initiatives to strengthen the local economy" 

2) Specific Support Objective 3.3.1. “To increase private investments in regions, by 

making investments for entrepreneurship development according to economic 

specialization of territories stated in development programmes of municipalities and 

based on needs of local entrepreneurs (hereafter – SO 3.3.1)” of the Operational 

Programme “Growth and Employment”. 

Sources 

For each policy measure a separate Reading List was created:  

1) M019.21 Reading list “EARRD LEADER M019.21 - Latvia” consisting of 23 uploaded 

resources, including RDP of Latvia, 4 Implementation Regulations, 7 Local development 

strategies, 3 evaluations and also added LAG homepages and their social media 

accounts. 

 

2) SSO 3.3.1 Reading list “SAM 3.3.1” consisting of 33 uploaded resources, however 

only 26 were analysed, as 7 sources generated an error. The reading list includes the 

following categories: 5 analytical reports, 14 municipal websites, 13 regional and public 

and private media, 1 other (regulatory enactments). 

Those sources were selected as they directly respond to the chosen policy measures 

and most of these documents include highly relevant information. Documents including 

broader views were not selected at this stage. There are no duplicates in the two lists. 

Results 

1) EAFRD LEADER M019.21 "Initiatives to strengthen the local economy" 

Common topics are local development (259), regional development (195), economic 

development (192), point (175), local municipality policy (151) and social development 

(140). 



 

Most of the topics are with neutral polarity which we understand is due to the official 

language of the content of those documents - regulations, development strategies, even 

though there are also evaluation documents and they also contain negative information. 

The most negative polarity is identified for economic development, technological 

development, development plan, local development. We do not have a clear 

understanding how this is calculated and what could cause such polarity.  

 

Figure 1. Sentiment analysis for M019.21 

2) Specific Support Objective 3.3.1.  

Common topics are regional development (42), regional planning (31), investment (26), 

economic development (24), financial investment (22), regional statistics (19) and 

development planning (18). 

The most positive polarity is financial investment, investment, regional planning, 

environmental policy implemented by the municipality, target group, water management 

managed by the municipality, regional planning, regional development, various wastes 

in the territory of the municipality.  The most negative polarity is identified for public 

transport and parking. As mentioned in the previous list, we do not have a clear 

understanding how this is calculated and what could cause such polarity.  

Also, in this reading list most of the topics are with neutral polarity due to the official 

language of the content of those documents - regulations, development strategies, even 

though there are also evaluation documents which contain negative information. 



 

 

Figure 2. Sentiment analysis for Specific Support Objective 3.3.1 

Commentary on the semantic diagram for CAP reform 

Topic explorer that appears in very visually attractive way in semantic diagram and also 

keywords that are available in sentiment analysis, could be useful to analyse 

development documents, policy documents, strategy papers etc., as well as to identify 

new trends. Also, we see this diagram as a good opportunity to train the system in 

understanding the links between words and topics.  

While semantic diagrams could provide an interesting context of relationships among 

policies and topics, the team was not able to test this feature as it wasn’t available for 

our reading lists. 

 

Figure 3. CAP reform diagram 



 

  

 

Named entities 

For this task a reading list “SAM 3.3.1” was selected. The main issue with named 

entities is that the system sometimes identifies number strings and even locations as 

persons, so the results are not 100% accurate. Nevertheless, we found some names. 

For example, “Jānis Liberts” was mentioned, with the overall polarity identified as 

positive. This could be due to the fact that the construction of a new road was 

mentioned in the text, which was interpreted by the system as a “good thing.” In the rest 

of the text, people were mentioned as managers, construction supervisors etc. 

 

Figure 4. Named Entities 

It wasn’t possible to have an overall picture of this function because when selecting 

another person, which probably appears more times in the reading list, no sources 

opened in which that person was found.  

Person, as well as location and organization named entities from text mining could be 

useful in the analysis of interviews, surveys, and other large qualitative datasets. Such 

features could allow users to identify concrete information entities that are mentioned in 

particular sources, therefore helping researchers to localise expressed opinions. 

Conclusion 

For the particular task of policy evaluation using Latvian sources, the tool did not offer 

any new insights or discoveries. This could be due to the rather official nature of the 

language used in the analysed texts (neutral sentiment), and also to the fact that the 

system is not yet fully developed to capture nuances in languages other than English. 

 



 

That said, the team sees great potential in using the system in the context of monitoring 

the VPR Development Program. This would provide a good, qualitative analysis of what 

has changed, what sentiment is there. It could be very suitable for writing scientific and 

business articles. Named entities could also identify specific challenges with the 

implementation e.g. what works, and what doesn’t. For example, when people complain 

about things, they may mention a specific policy, but usually they just refer to specific 

problems like high taxes, bad roads or poor services. These topics and keywords can 

serve as proxies for understanding whether a particular policy measure is effective, and 

how it is perceived by people. So to be useful, text mining should be able to pick up 

these elements in sources where policies may not even be mentioned explicitly. 

Additionally, it is worth considering what kinds of texts require polarity evaluation. As 

already mentioned, policy documents use very formal language and quite often even 

problems are formulated in a way that does not have a direct negative connotation. So 

for this kind of documents, sentiment analysis may not be so relevant. But it would be 

highly useful for texts that represent opinions e.g. results of interviews and surveys, or 

social media posts. 

 

 
Figure 5. Snapshot of Latvian sources in Semex 


